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At the end of the course, and after the general discussion, several opinions 

were collected from the participants. Here we present some examples: 

 

• Just like the first workshop last November 2020, this workshop is 

also interesting and will assure that I will join on the next seminar of NASE. 

• The culture of astronomy and how the concepts in astronomy be 

applied with simple tools. 

• It is my first time to attend astro culture. I value the learning 

materials and new ideas I can integrate in my science class 

• I value all the activities that will help me in my teaching pedagogy 

like the umbrella method, the stellarium, sundials and all of the activities 

prepared by the speakers (too many to mention)  

• Make the students realize the relevance of Astronomy to our daily 

lives as well as being part of our culture. 

• The course itself and the astronomical culture which could be use 

for teaching using localization and indigenization method.... 

• I value the contextualization of astronomy in Asia or in the 

Philippines particularly. 

• I value more about addressing misconceptions students and 

teachers usually commit. Being a non-major of the subject, some concepts 

can be confusing. The demonstrator indeed is a great tool in 

understanding important concepts. It is interesting to use models like 

them in studying astronomy. 

• I valued everything especially the topics, which are connected, with 

our country and the Interaction among the speakers and attendees 

• I value the learnings, skills enhanced, and opportunities that the 

workshops and lessons provided by NASE give to teachers and learners. 



• All the activities are valuable, is its very useful in teaching 

astronomy and easy to follow. The discussion was an excellent one, the 

speakers was all knowledgeable about the topic 

• I value more the experience I've got from this seminar workshop, 

especially the instructional materials. Those things will be helpful for me 

as a teacher to let my students have hands on activities for them to 

understand better the astronomical lessons. 

• I would value all the learnings that I've learned in the workshop so 

that I can avoid misconceptions in teaching it to class 

• The speakers are knowledgeable and very kind. Thank you very 

much and Congratulations, NASE! 

• Showing how the models were done and how to use them are really 

a great way of teaching and learning po. I appreciated it all po. Hoping for 

more seminars with you po.  

• The instructors and speakers are very knowledgeable and 

approachable. very happy learning experience 

• Great! hope to have a workshop with you again!  Interested to join 

the NASE team 

• The speakers are very good in the topics that they shared to us 

participants. 

• Through this course, I have learned how other countries applies 

astronomy in their culture. It was also through this that I have learned that 

some of our tribes have been relying to constellation for farming and 

fishing activities. In summary I have learned so much from this webinar 

• The presenters are very good and very welcoming because all of 

them are very cheerful which I as participant become interesting more 

about the workshops. Besides the presenters made first the things we did 

in the workshop that is very helpful in understanding the topics. 

• The speakers are very accommodating and engaging the 

participants very well. Very fun and easy to understand 

• I would like to commend the last discussion as it focus on the 

culture here in the Philippines on astronomy and its application in the 

daily lives of people. It is very important to have those types of localized 



lectures about topics as it prevents the feeling of alienation among 

participants. Thank you for this opportunity. More powers! 

• Congratulations to the everyone and Thank you NASE!  The 

workshop was Great! Thank you 


